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NEW PRESIDENT ANNOUNCED
Dr. Robert S. Marshall of 
Ithaca, N.Y. has been named 
President of Rosary Hill College. 
The announcement was made 
March 1 by James M. Dillon, 
Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees.
The naming of Dr. Marshall to 
the post ends a nine month search 
during which ova* two hundred 
applicants were considered, 
according to Mr. Dillon.
Dr. Marshall, who was born 
and raised in the Buffalo area, 
will assume his duties as Rosary 
Hill College President on July 1, 
1974. He is currently Associate 
Director of Academic Affairs, 
Division of Biological Sciences, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New 
York.
Dr. Marshall’s Ph.D. was con­
ferred by Cornell University in 
1971, He also holds an M.S. from 
Michigan State University, and 
received his Bachelor’s degree 
from Hope College, Holland, 
Michigan, in 1960.
Following his 1951 graduation 
from Kensington High School in 
Buffalo, he served four years in 
the United States Air Force.
Dr. Marshall is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Joseph MaraschieUo of 
Tonawanda. Mrs. Marshall is the 
former Betty Thomson, also a 
native Buffalonian.
Dr. and Mrs. Marshall have 
two children, Christine (14) and 
Eric (10). The Marshall family 
will make their home at 109 Getz- 
ville Road.
Dr. Marshall stated in part, 
“ First of all, I certainly want to 
say how pleased and honored I 
am to have been selected by the 
Board of Trustees to serve as 
President of Rosary Hill College.
“ Basically my objective is to 
work with the students, faculty 
and administrators to build on 
this strong base already es­
tablished by my predecessors. In 
my opinion, and I think most 
people would agree, private, co­
educational liberal arts colleges 
are unique in their freedom to
seek innovation and to develop 
new programs that correspond to 
the needs of a contemporary 
society. At the same time, it is 
my sincere hope that Rosary Hill 
College will always retain its 
identity of excellence in liberal 
arts.
“ I also hope that we will con­
tinue to develop, in addition to 
our strong liberal arts base, pro­
grams which are sufficiently 
career oriented so that students 
may use their education to step 
into society in a leadership role to 
make progress on the very 
serious problems which face us 
all. This can be accomplished in a 
number of ways including the 
integration of academic studies 
with employment experiences 
via Rosary Hill’s new Profes­
sional Development Program.
‘ Finally, I hope I can create an 
atmosphere where work will be 
personally rewarding and every­
one’s productivity will be at the 
highest possible level, while 
doing so in an environment of 
good humor.” Dr. Robert Marshall
Proposal Encouraging
Rosary Hill College students 
were informed last week that 
there would be no general tuition 
increase for the 1974-75 academic 
year. At the same time, it was 
stated that faculty and staff 
salaries would be increased. 
These announcements by Dr. 
Alfred W. Zielonka, Acting Presi­
dent of the College, followed 
completion of a study by a special 
budget committee composed of 
faculty, students and administra­
tors. The action was taken with 
the concurrence of the Board of 
Trustees.
In his announcement Dr. Zie­
lonka said, “ In developing a 
manageable budget we made 
every attempt to insure the 
viability of our overall cur­
riculum while providing in­
creased compensation and offer­
ing our academic program at 
reasonable costs to our students. 
The Budget Study Committee un­
animously agreed that we had 
accomplished these three ob­
jectives.”
The Budget Study Committee 
developed a two-pronged 
approach, designed to decrease 
expenses while increasing 
revenues. Actions to be taken in­
clude reduction of faculty by 17.9 
full-time equivalent, administra­
tors and staff by 12.8 full-time 
equivalent, and maintenance of 
budget expenditures at present 
levels.
“ Faculty reduction will affect 
the following departments: 
English, reduced by 1; Art, re­
duced by 2; Education, reduced 
by 3.5; History & Government,
reduced by 1.2; Mathematics, re­
duced by .5; Language, reduced 
by 3; Music, reduced by 2.7; 
Theatre Arts, reduced by 2.5; 
Philosophy and Religion, each 
reduced by 1. The committee also 
recommended the elimination of 
Campus Ministry, although Dr. 
Zielonka is currently trying to 
secure outside funds to keep the 
department established.
Additionally, there will be a fee 
of $10 for each laboratory course 
taken, a fee of $10 for computer 
science courses, and fees of $5 for 
typing courses and others which 
require substantial maintenance 
of equipment. Part-time tuition 
will be increased $5 per credit 
hour, and tuition for junior and 
senior art and music majors will 
be increased by $50 per semester.
The Budget Study Committee’s 
measures for increasing re­
venues include expanding De­
velopment Office efforts toward 
obtaining at least $30,000 in un­
restricted revenue and redirect­
ing $35,000 of present unfunded 
scholarship funds into the 
College’s interest-free student 
loan program. Furthermore, 
each concentration will offer at 
least one evening course each 
semester as part of some faculty 
member’s load with no additional 
reimbursement. In reference to 
the 14 evening courses that will 
be offered, Dr. Zielonka said, 
“ We should not have a day 
school, a night school, a summer 
session but there should be one 
total curriculum at this college — 
one complementing the other and 
not supplanting any one.”
Dr. Zielonka noted that the
Budget Study Committee en­
courages innovation and he as­
sured administrators, faculty 
and students that as new pro­
grams are developed the College 
will provide adequate staff and 
resources to support them. He 
went (Hi to emphasize that pay in­
creases, not simply for faculty, 
but for all administrators and 
other salaried employees of the 
College, would be distributed on a 
merit basis. This, he pointed out, 
is unique in institutions of higher 
learning and also stated that an 
evaluative instrument is pre­
sently in the making.
“ If we do everything we say we 
are going to do,”  Dr. Zielonka 
asserted, “ and if somehow 
through the work of admissions 
with the help of students, faculty 
and everyone available — if we 
could pick up 150 students that 
they (admissions) hadn’t counted 
on, we’ll have a balanced budget 
for next year.”
The members of the Special 
Budget Committee are Dr. 
Zielonka, Chairman; Mr. 
William Preemore, Asst. Chair­
man; Sr. Angelice Vogt; Mr. 
Alvin McCarthy; Sr. Marion 
Berler; Mr. Ralph DiVito; Sr. 
Marita Lannan; Mr. Thomae 
Maas; Sr. Kathryn Stump; Miss 
Mary Ann Stegmeier; Dr. 
Thomas Miller; Chris Knapp and 
Linda Reinagle. In regard to the 
other committee members, Dr. 
Zielonka stated, “ It was just a 
tremendous effort. We had a goal 
in mind and we followed right 
through on it. They ought to be 
complimented for their stamina, 
endurance, patience and their 
strength.”
Wha-Cha Gonna Do?
by Lynne Schimminger 
Ascent Staff Reporter
American Airlines, spoke on the 
value of a Liberal Arts education 
in the business world of today. 
Her thoughts concentrated on the 
underlying benefits of a Liberal 
Arts education such as varied 
interests, m obility , curiosity 
and a thirst for knowledge rather 
than the advantages of subject 
materials taught. In fact, Ms. 
Sanderson practically suggested 
that motivation and working 
qualities were really more
Students at Rosary Hill College 
were treated to an educational 
and thought-provoking session 
last Wednesday, February 27, at 
the 48th Academic Convocation. 
A central theme concerning the 
question of the future, both for 
Rosary Hill and man himself, 
was presented. A dance and vocal 
presentation by students of 
Theatre Arts, Music and Modern 
Dance asked insensitive, modern 
man, “ Wha-Cha Gonna Do?”
(photo by Jim Haungs)
Ms. Sandra Sanderson
(lyrics by Peter Kiklowicz). The 
answer, found by “ the heart, 
mind and creative thinking of 
each individual,”  according to 
Ms. Seenie Rothier, demands an 
openness with others, expressed 
« 1  stage by the visual beauty of 
unity of movement.
Then, Miss Sandra Sanderson, 
Manager of Publications Admin­
istrations and Secretary of the 
Contributions Committee of
important than previous training 
in die field, since most businesses 
now have on-the-job training any­
way. In all, a Liberal Arts educa­
tion lessens restrictions on career 
opportunities and increases ? 
healthy attitude towards living 
and appreciating any life fully.
The program was heartening in 
that it showed the Rosary Hill 
Community looking realistically 
towards the future in more ways 
than one.
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GUEST EDITORIALS
Little Pain Can Be A Big Hurt
In the February 22, issue of “ The Ascent,”  Dr. Zielonka assured the college community that 
“ Rosary Hill will survive.”  On the surface that is an optimistic and hopeful statement. Beneath that 
statement lies a fear o f who will be the next victim o f the budget-cutting ax.
Rosary Hill means more than economics and standard educational procedures. Ideally it 
represents a liberal education in a give and take atmosphere between students, faculty and ADMIN­
ISTRATION. .
There is optimism for the future, even financial optimism. At the present time such items as the 
Costigan Bill before the State Legislature may provide financial help as soon as next year. That may 
be too late if the current methods o f “ decreasing costs”  destroys morale any further.
Dr. Zielonka has stated that the financial situation may cause “ a little pain in some areas.”  
Sometimes a little pain can cause a big hurt. Sometimes a little pain can be fatal. For the sake of 
Rosary Hill, let’s hope we can survive.
Dear Students:
The right to vote is the most 
fundamental structure of a 
democracy. The adoption of a 
September primary date by the 
State Legislature a month ago 
has aggravated the already 
serious problem of college stu­
dent participation in the electoral 
process. New York’s election 
statute poses serious obstacles to 
a substantial portion of the 
800,000 college students who wish 
to vote in the primary and 
general elections.
New York is the only state in 
the nation which prohibits ab­
sentee balloting in primary elec­
tions. Despite the fact that most 
colleges are in session by Labor 
Day, the newly adopted primary 
law includes no provision to 
alleviate this form of disen­
franchisement.
New York also prohibits col­
lege students from voting in the 
communities where they attend 
school. Under Section 151 of the 
state election law a county Board 
of Elections can take into account 
the following factors in determin­
ing residency: “ financial 
independence, business pursuits, 
employment, income sources, 
residence for income tax pur­
poses, age, marital status, resi­
dence, of parents, spouse and 
children . . .” In college
communities these requirements 
are often used to prevent students 
from voting, although students 
are economic assets to the 
community and student popula­
tion statistics are used in 
computing allocations of federal 
and state aid as well as appor­
tionment of legislative repre­
sentation .
The purpose of the 26th Amend­
ment was to allow individuals be­
tween the ages of 18 and 21 to 
express their opinions on the 
issues of the day. New York con­
tinues to thwart the intent of the 
Constitution of the United States. 
I urge you to mobilize your stu­
dent body and local community to 
make this point plain to those in 
state government.
If you have* any questions or 
need further information, please 
feel free to contact my New York 
office.
Ogden R. Reid 
49 West 57th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
212-593-3383
The Tale of A Whale
About a century ago, oil came from whales.
As the demand for whale oil in an ever more populous and industrialized country rose, the supply of 
whales shrank. Conservationists were rightly concerned about the future of the whale, and whalers 
were rightly concerned about the future of their business. The diminishing supply, coupled with the 
increasing demand, kept boosting the price of whale oil. Rather than setting a ceiling on the price of 
oil, taxing it, or rationing it, the price was allowed to rise — going from $0.43 per gallon in 1823 to 
$2.55 per gallon by 1866.
The high price of whale oil had two effects. First, it prompted the consumer (in his own self 
interest) to conserve what supply there was. Second, it provided incentive to invest in an entirely new 
and as yet undeveloped industry, that of petroleum.
Petroleum was first taken from the ground in 1859, but not until the whale oil crisis reached its peak 
did it become profitable to undertake mass-scale drilling. Once the drilling operations were econo­
mically feasible, the petroleum industry began to thrive in the freedom of a relatively uncontrolled 
market. By 1867 kerosene outsold whale oil and the whale oil prices tumbled. Whale oil lamps soon 
became obsolete, and the nation entered a new era of modern fuel.
A lot has changed since 1867. The last hundred years or so have seen the most rapid technological 
advance in the history of man. But just as whale oil priced itself out of the market and opened the way 
for a superior fuel, the same could happen to petroleum.
Why not move ahead through the proven dynamics of free-market competition to the development 
of cleaner and virtually unlimited sources of energy — such as solar and geothermal? The need and 
the technological opportunities have never been greater. In the meantime, why discourage progress 
by permitting the stagnation created by bureaucratic controls?
This Issue’s
Rumor
Sources say it may be possible 
that Sr. Catherine Stump, O.S.F., 
present Vice President of Student 
Affairs, will be filling the Direc­
tor of Resident’s shoes next 
semester. Whispers have also 
been overheard as saying that the 
Director of Resident’s job may 
become just a part-time position. 
The Ascent welcomes any 
comments concerning both state­
ments.
Peace Shop
Dr. James Moran, Philosophy 
Professor of Rosary Hill, will 
sponsor a workshop at the con­
ference of “ Frontiers of Peace 
Education,”  to be held Saturday, 
March 9, 9:30-4:00 at D’Youville 
College.
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Eugene Lanahan, the dynamic 
technician of RHC’s Theatre 
Department has been Peter M.’s 
right hand man all the way. He 
has taken all of the writer’s 
(Peter) aesthetic physical 
presence and turned it into the 
most exquisitively designed, 
technical, miracle-set, of the 
theatre world. To see Eugene in 
action is to be in the radius of a 
genius. When asked for a 
comment from Eugene he 
replied, “ Guess I’ll sit back and 
catch a couple zzzzzz’§.’\ * „...,
“ When the Mornin’ Comes”  
will make its premiere as the 
first musical ever performed on 
the Daemen Stage. It will be the 
first production that has ever 
been run entirely by students, 
that is directed, designed, acted, 
and choreographed — all by the 
students at Daemen.
Its uniqueness is demonstrated 
by the smooth combination of 
acting, singing, and movement. 
The play is an idea describing one 
day, one week, one year, or the 
lifetime of the different stages 
people can go through. There is 
more, but that is for you, the 
audience to see, share, and 
experience.
A segment of the show was pre­
sented at the Kenan Center in 
Lockport this summer and was 
highly acclaim ed. Saturday 
evening, February 23, four 
numbers were performed at 
Eastern Hills Mall as part of their 
Second Anniversary Celebration. 
Efforts are now being made to 
tout the show at various dinner 
theatres in the Buffalo and 
Rochester area, after its six day 
run at Rosary Hill.
Accompanying the cast of 
twenty is a four piece band made 




On a cool April morning, 1953, 
little did Mr. and Mrs. P. 
Kiklowicz of Bradford, New York 
realize that they were bringing 
into the world thqt very day a 
soon to be highly acclaimed 
writer, director, composer, 
choreographer, lyricist, author 
and all around nice guy, Peter M. 
And now a mere twenty years 
later, this young man has 
reached the height of his career 
as the number one campus play­
wright. After two years of 
seemingly endless toil, Peter had 
the immense pleasure of seeing 
his masterpiece in print. His 
boundless energy, and will to 
succeed has give him the forti­
tude and drive to turn a cast of 
twenty into an aesthetic physical 
presence. Peter is anxiously 
awaiting the dates March 13 
through 18 when at long last his 






March 13 - 18th
Daemen Little Theatre
Curtain: 8:30 p m
Adults: $2.50 
Students: *1.00
Presale Tickets are available in Wick Foyer 
during lunch and dinner
Hits 
Rosary Hill
All Photos by Steve Fess
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Anger
by Barbara Ann Unger
There it came 
A pressure in my head.
It made me feel weak 
As if I  were dead.
I felt the heat rising 
Up towards my brain. 
Down came my fist 
Inflicting great pain.
I  held my breath 
And counted to ten 
Turned on my heel 
And was calm once again.
(recently published in the 1973 edition
\
i
o f the Fall "College Poetry R eview ”) |
Exorcist —
Public Service Warning
by Darryle David Amato 
Critic-at-large
I realize that no matter what 
words of desperate warning 
follow, nothing I say will detour 
anyone who has their mind (and 
stomach) set on the road to see 
“ The Exorcist.”
I have never before regretted 
anything I have done in my life. I 
have seen plenty of movies 
depicting actsof perversion, but I 
have never before labelled a film 
itself perverted. I have never 
been sympathetic toward any 
type of rating system, but I 
strongly urge a hard X-rating 
over the unbelievable, easy R- 
rating bestowed upon “ The 
Exorcist.”  Along with this X- 
rating I would condone and 
encourage some sort of doctors’ 
recommendation; something to 
the effect that anyone with the 
slightest case of nervousness or 
hypertension should stay far 
away.
“ The Exorcist”  is enough to 
put us all under analysis for at 
least six months. If only a select 
few can watch it detached, and 
then leave the theatre unscathed, 
what good is it? I can’t imagine 
anyone enjoying it, nor can I see 
anyone affected positively by it.
The theme is one of negativism.
If the Catholic Church thinks the 
picture is going to send every­
body running to the nearest 
chapel, they are sadly mistaken.
And even if it did it would not be 
for reasons laid down by Christ 
(which are goodness and love), 
but more out of fear implanted by 
a cynical, little movie.
If sleepless nights and loss of 
appetite are director William 
Friedkin’s intent then he has 
“ succeeded.”  Personally, if this 
is the price I must pay (and 1 did) U
then I see no purpose, reason nor 
enlightening intent to making 
such a film. Friedkin should pay 
me (and I wouldn’t even accept 
his offer) to live through this, the 
most ugly, torturing, sickening, 
disturbing, physically and 
mentally repulsive film I’ve ever 
seen. All of this terror is 
decidedly, fatally unbalanced by 
a lack of love and heart. There’s 
something at the roots of this 
movie that is morally decaying 
and dehumanizing.
If “ good” acting means having 
the balls to do something totally 
grotesque, then “ The Exorcist”  
has a profuse supply of “ good”  
acting.
I don’t consider myself an 
easily offended viewer, but I was 
excessively offended by “ The 
Exorcist.”  The bloody, perverted 
sex act performed by the- child 
actress with a crucifix comes 
horrifyingly, disgustingly clear 
to memory. The attitude of the 
picture is that sex and swear 
words are inherently evil and the 
work of the devil. Not true. They 
are quite natural to man, and not 
necessarily bad in their'essence.
The picture is a killer, and the 
sooner I can forget it, the better. 
It surely ranks as the worst 
picture of all time, its gross 
sequences exceeded only by its 
gross at the box office. I always 
thought I wanted to know every- 
ting about everything, but the 
subject matter of “ The Exorcist”  
scares the hell out of me. I best 
adapt the attitude of the doctors 
in the film. I choose to ignore. 
And believe me, in this case, 
ignorance is most definitely a 
bliss.
ta iim  t ? r b
Nights In Spanish Gardens
by Karen Klinck
On the corner of North and 
Franklin Streets, at 564 Franklin, 
stands the old St. Mary’s 
Academy. There, for the past two 
weekends, the Empire State 
Ballet Company has been 
performing “ Nights in the 
Gardens of Spain.”  This 
company of young men and 
women practice long hours, along 
with their school work, but it is a 
labor of love.
Why don’t you pay a visit to 
their next performance? The 
Company plans to dance 
Stravinski’s “ Firebird”  on April 
26,27, and 28; and May 3, 4, and 5. 
Ably directed by Miss Barbara 
Striegel, the young dancers put 
their souls into keeping this 
company alive. Michelle Becker, 
13, has been dancing since she 
was four. She is the one that the 
more exacting routines often fall 
to. Tom Banasaik, 22, often lifts 
her in the air, and at one memor­
able spot in “ Nights”  tosses her 
to his companion on stage. Tom, 
when not on stage, is their photo­
grapher. John Study, another 
male lead dancer, put in their 
lighting system. Miss Striegel 
makes their costumes.
They’re looking ahead to the 
future now. Plans are being 
made, so don’t be surprised if you 
happen to see them on the Mike 
Douglas Show sometime next 
month, dancing to the strains of 
Love’s Theme. Michelle will be 
there, and Tom, and Randy, 
Tom’s 15 year old brother.
Do something different on a 
weekend. Don’t knock ballet until 
you’ve seen it. Performances
From left to right: Tom Banasiak, Michelle Becker, and 
Randy Banasiak.
start at 8 on Fridays and Tickets are 2.00 for students and 
Saturdays, and 2 on Sundays. $3.00 for adults.
Girl In
Van Johnson, star of films and 
stage, and movie idol of millions, 
opens at Studio Arena Theatre in 
Terence Frisby’s bright comedy 
“ There’s A Girl in My Soup,”  will 
be playing through March 24.
“ There’s A Girl In My Soup”  
was one of Broadway’s biggest 
successes a few seasons back. It 
is a cheerful, happy comedy 
about a newspaper wine-and-food 
connoisseur who dabbles in 
delicious females on the side.
In the “ Soup”  with Mr. Johnson 
are Vicki Kaywood, Bob Moak, 
Rachel Stephens, Paul Miliken 
and Christopher Burgess. The
My Soup
comedy is directed by Stuart 
Bishop; scenery design is by 
Larry Aumen with lighting 
design by Peter Gill and costume 
coordination by Steven B. 
Feldman.
Tickets are available at Studio 
Arena box office (856-5650) and at 
many agencies throughout the 
area including Act I in Lancaster, 
Festival East, Norton Union, 
Buffalo State and all five Klein- 
hans stores.
This production is made 
possible with the assistance of the 
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College Students Poetry Anthology
The National Poetry Press
announces its
Spring Competition
The closing date for the submission o f manuscripts by College Students is
April 10
AN Y STUDENT attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit 
his verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are pre­
ferred by the Board o f Judges, because o f space limitations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must 
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS o f the student, and the COLLEGE  
ADDRESS as well.
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“YOU ARE UNDER ARREST” Fans United!
by Karen KlinckA review o f  Gulag 
Archipelago from a three part 
condensation o f “The Gulag 
Archipelago, 1918-1956, ” by 
Alexandr I. Solzhenitsyn, 
published in the "New York 
Times,” Dec. 29-31, 1973. Full 
English version to be publish­
ed by Harper and Row, April 
1974.
by Neil Klotz
“ The universe has many 
different centers as there are in it 
living beings: Each of us is a 
center of creation, and the uni­
verse is shattered when they hiss 
at you: You are under arrest.”
Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn was 
arrested February 12, 1974 for 
publishing these and many 
thousands of other words 
indicting the Soviet prison 
system in The Gulag 
Archipelago, 1918-1956. The next 
day he was deported.
have the chance to read them?”
Instead, he has drawn upon his 
own experiences and upon those 
of 227 other “ zek people”  with 
whom he has been in contact. It is 
not a history one could write 
alone, says the author and dedi­
cates the book “ To all those who 
did not live to tell of it ./And may 
they please forgive me/for not 
having seen it all/nor all 
remembered/for not having 
divined all of it.”
Because Gulag involves the 
lives of so many of his sources, 
Solzhenitsyn withheld publication 
of it for years, until the secret 
police seized a copy of it he had 
placed with a friend for safe­
keeping. The Soviet copyright 
board had turned down any 
attempts to publish the book in 
Russia, so it was carried chapter 
by chapter to his small press 
publisher in Paris and brought 
out there last December.
Gulag is, by the author’s own 
reckoning, his master work. It is, 
in fact, of the culmination of his
left the Soviet government in a 
difficult position. Solzhenitsyn 
had not only attacked the back­
bone of Soviet history, he had also 
violated a new Russian law that 
permits authors to transfer 
foreign rights to their books only 
through the official “ All-Union 
Copyright Agency.” On the other 
hand, to imprison a man who had 
already spent 11 years in Stalinist 
prison camps and exile for writ­
ing about that system would raise 
a public outcry. To avoid a 
martyr on their hands, forced 
exile for the author seemed the 
only way.
Unfortunately it was also the 
way Solzhenitsyn probably 
desired least. The primary 
reason he did not accept his 1970 
Nobel Prize in Stockholm was 
that he feared without official 
sanction of his prize he would not 
be able to return to Russia. For a 
writer as intensely steeped in the 
color and people of his country as 
Solzhenitsyn is, exile would, as 
the author stated several times,
February 15-18 was, to say the 
least, interesting. In fact, to 
quote a certain Mr. Spock, it was 
“ fascinating.”  Those were the 
dates of the Third Annual Inter­
national “ Star Trek” Convention 
held at the Americana Hotel in 
New York City.
Trekkies gathered from all 
over the United States, Canada, 
and Mexico to attend. One girl 
made reservations at the Ameri­
cana two months in advance — 
from Germany. All in all, the 
final tally was somewhere close 
to 17,000. They came, young and 
old alike, in wheelchairs and 
crutches, on foot, by bus, plane, 
car, hitch-hiking; any way they 
could make it. One set of four 
teenage girls came from 
Philadelphia on Saturday, just to 
spend one day there. They had to 
leave at six.
There were episodes of “ Star 
Trek”  shown. The dealer’s room 
was very much in evidence, sell­
ing buttons and books and every­
thing else. There was an art 
exhibit, too. And there was the 
blooper film shown about eight to 
twelve times during the con­
vention. Nobody tired of that.
They brought in guest 
speakers, too. Nichele Nixhols 
(Uhura), George Takei (Sulu), 
Walter Koenig (Chekov), 
DeForrest Kelley (Dr. McCoy), 
David Gerrold (author of two S.T. 
books and the episode, “ The 
Trouble With Tribbles) and two 
well-known science fiction 
writers, Hal Clement and Isaac 
Asimov. Gerrold went out of his 
way to be nice, entertaining the 
lines of people waiting to register 
(and there was a three hour wait 
most of the time. Thank you, 
David)
But the favorite activity of the 
weekend had to be costume call.
David and Nichelle were among 
the judges There were 
Andorians, tribbles, Hortas, a 
Thalosian, Klingons, Spocks, 
Vulcans, Romulans, and others. 
The categories were Under 13, ST 
World, Skits, and Non-ST. Among 
the winners were; (Under 13) 
Little Spock (and he never 
cracked — not even when Nichele 
kissed him. She said he deserved 
to win, after that! ) ; The Saurian 
Brandy Bottle (no joke); Harry 
Mudd, a sponge-rubber Horta 
that crawled across the stage; 
and T’Pring at age 7. ST World: 
The pre-Reformation Vulcan 
Harem Girl; the Vaal Wor­
shipper — 6 months later; and a 
Selat. Non-ST: Elowen (Lord of 
the Rings).
But the skits were the funniest 
and they truly out did them­
selves. First place winners were 
the Android Sisters singing the 
“ Malajusted Centerfold of 
Masterform D ;” Most Artistic 
was won by the Interplanetary 
Dancer. But the best of all was 
thè Vulcan: The Great STarnek. 
(Ans.: 600 tons of EX-Lax. Quest: 
What keeps the Enterprise 
running? . . . Ans: It’s green. 
Quest: What did Amanda say to 
Sarek on their wedding night?)
If there were 3,000 at the first 
Con, 6,200 at the second, and 
17,000 at the third, what will next 
year be like?
Will Leonard Nimoy dare show 
up next year? But then, as he said 
to us on Monday, Trekkies are a 
good bunch. They rarely cause 
trouble. (And then usually only 
for NBC. Write letters. Don’t 
bother with petitions — they’re 
counted as only one signature. 
We broke down their computers 
once, and we can do it again. Use 
a business-size envelope, and 
don’t write “ Star Trek”  on the 
outside.)
Unlike his earlier treatments of 
prisons and prison life, Gulag is 
not fiction. The book details 
Solzhenitsyn’s own 11-year ordeal 
in the prison “ country”  of Gulag 
(an acronym for the Soviet 
administration of labor camps 
under Stalin). The country of 
Gulag, which contained as many 
as 12 million people at one time 
according to Solzhenitsyn’s esti­
mate, extends throughout Russia 
like a chain of islands, an 
archipelago which is “ in terms of 
psychology fused into a continent 
— an almost invisible, almost 
imperceptible country inhabited 
by the zek (prison camp inmate) 
people.”
Solzhenitsyn did not have 
access to any official documents 
for Gulag — he asks, “ Will, in 
fact, someone someday ever
major - réévaluation of Soviet 
history, which began as fiction in 
One Day in the Life of Ivan 
Denisovich, The First Circle and 
The Cancer Ward, then pro­
gressed to semi-history in August 
1914.
The new book is significant — 
and embarassing for the present 
Russian government — because 
it maintains that prison injustices 
were present from the 1917 
revolution on. They were not just 
excesses of the Stalin regime as 
reported by official Soviet party 
history. If Gulag were only an 
indictment of Stalin, it would 
probably be as well received by 
the Soviets as was Ivan 
Denisovich, which Khruschev 
openly praised.
Gulag’s publication in the west
be worse than imprisonment.
Apparently Solzhenitsyn had no 
illusions about the furor Gulag 
would cause. In fact, he predicted 
his own trial in one section of the 
book. Solzhenitsyn recounts how 
in 1963 the Supreme Court of the 
USSR apologized to him for the 
excesses of Stalin. All of the bad 
judges had been removed, they 
claimed. Solzhenitsyn writes:
“ I kept looking about myself 
and being astonished. They (the 
judges) were people! Really 
people! They were smiling! They 
were explaining how they wished 
only good.
“ Well, and if things turn about 
in such a way that once again it is 
up to them to try me? Right there 
in that hall — and they were 
showing me the main hall.
“ Well, so they will try me.”
Take a Break From Your Weekly Program!!!
Come Roller Skating
Starting Friday night March 1st and every Friday thereafter 
come to the University Student Lake Skate 11:30 pm to 1:30 
am.
It's lots of fun, you'll meet new people and old friends and 
have a great time. Do the Hokey, the Bunny Hop, the Pick-up 
Horse Races, plus great recorded music. Jolson, Chubby Check- 
we, Prestly, Beatles and more.
Arena Roller Rink - 30 E. Amherst - 834-9565
Admission $1.50 - Skate Rental $.50 
Guests should be accompanied by students with I.D. card.
Pianist Coming
Toronto Excursion
When: March 16, Saturday Bus leaves at 10:00 
a.m. from RHC parking lot
Sponsored by the French Culture Club of Buffalo 
and under the direction of Dr. Paule F. Hennin, we 
present a day excursion in Toronto. The price of the 
bus is $6.00. We also offer you the opportunity to 
view 2 French Plays, presented by the World 
Famous Theatre Companie
La Comedie Française
1. Station Champbaudet by Eugene Labiche
2. Mais n’te promene pas toute nue (Don't parade
around in the nude) by George Feydeau
Price of tickets — $6.50, 5.00, 4.00
Otherwise if you wish, the day is left entirely up to 
you to do as you want. There is also the possibility 
that we will go the Science Center.
We will return to Buffalo at 2:00 a.m.
If you have any questions, or would like to buy 
theater tickets, please contact:
Dr. Paule Hennin ext. 337 or 
Unda Messineo ext. 342
by Tony Ogorek 
Ascent Staff Report«*
On Friday, March 22 at 8:30 
p.m., the prominent pianist, 
Christian Engleman will perform 
a program of Mozart, Franck and 
Chopin in the Wick Social Room. 
Admission is free.
Christian Engleman, from 
Annapolis, Maryland, completed 
his Bachelor and Master of Music 
degrees at the Peabody 
Conservatory in Baltimore where 
he studied with Austin Conradi, 
M. Munz, and Julio Esteban. 
Since then he has traveled exten­
sively through the Far East play- 
pig recitals and chamber music
in Japan and the Philippines. 
Among his many positions he has 
been Director of the Annapolis 
School of Music and Chairman of 
the Bartok Competition 
sponsored every year by the 
Washington Music Teachers’ 
Association.
His program will consist of: 
Mozart’s Sonata in E flat major 
K, 281 - Adagio, Menuetto, 
Allegro; Franck’s Prelude, Aria 
and Finale; and Chopin’s Sonata 
in B minor op. 58 - Allegro 
maestoso, Scherzo: molto vivace, 
Largo, Presto non tanto.
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Magorian: Energy Crisis Insights by Lynne Schimminger Ascent Staff Reporter
Rosary Hill College should be 
proud to have among its faculty 
the chief geophysicist of 
“ Ecology and Environment, 
Inc.,”  Dr. Thomas R. Magorian, 
who teaches “ Earth Science.”  
His organization, formed in re­
cent years, is staffed for the most 
part by former members of the 
Cornell Lab team. The corpora­
tion acts as consultant in prepar­
ing environmental assessments 
for a variety of projects including 
sewage disposal plants, pipe­
lining operations and liquid 
natural gas facilities such as the 
one recently developed on the 
Delaware River. Following 
today’s trends, their business has 
come to involve not just planning 
such operations, but also finding 
ways to increase the utilization of 
their energy resources without 
environmental degradation.
According to Dr. Magorian, the 
organization’s most important 
activity at present is to hold the 
Alieska Pipeline Service 
Company to the environmental 
stipulations of the federal 
government in their construction 
of the Alaskan Pipeline. The 
Alieska Company is an associa­
tion of oil companies, with ARCO 
being the principal one because it 
holds the largest reserves in the 
area to be tapped. As Dr. 
Magorian sees it, “ We’re 
actually contracting with the 
Department of the Interior, so 
that we’re going to monitor the 
building of the line.”
Conflicts between ecologists 
and engineers have centered on 
the problem of maintaining the 
Alaskan environment. Dr. 
Magorian now thinks that “ it’s 
possible to build this line in such a 
way that there won’t be any big 
environmental losses.”  The area 
is one of “ the least inhabited 
areas, and certainly one of the 
least disturbed and most difficult 
to regenerate,”  and careful con­
sideration has been given to these 
concerns. Wherever possible, the 
pipeline will run along the 
gravelly river bed of the 
Sagauanirktok River to the 
Arctic Ocean in order to avoid 
disrupting the unstable tundra. 
Any tampering with this area 
which could cause unseasonal 
thawing would prove harmful to 
the environs.
The completion date cannot be 
made too definite since construc­
tion can only be done during 
winter months, starting around 
October when the ground is 
completely frozen, and on days of 
fair weather. At present, comple­
tion is scheduled for 1977. The 
Alaska Pipeline will add about 2 
million barrels of crude oil a day 
to mainland United States. The 
United States is now using a little 
less than 13 million barrels a day. 
(Since the “ exposure”  of the 
energy crisis, consumption has 
tended towards 12 million barrels 
a day.) The Alaskan supplement 
will help the United States if they
w
Dr. Thomas R. Magorian, RHC Earth Science Professor
Photo by Jim Haungs
can stabilize or at least slow 
down consumption considerably.
Little evidence of the “ energy 
crisis”  can be seen in the Buffalo 
area. Gas can be found if one 
knows where to look. A number of 
companies in the area including 
Ashland, are supplied by Canada 
where known oil resources are 
plentiful. There lias been some 
shortage of gas from Cleveland, 
however, which services several 
companies including Mobil. In­
dependent stations which are 
keeping down their gas prices are 
becoming fewer and fewer as 
pressure from their suppliers in­
creases. And yet, suppliers don’t 
want to wipe out all indications of 
“ private enterprise”  in the
business. So relatively cheap gas 
should be available to those who 
are willing to wait out long lines 
locally, while other parts of the 
nation suffer more severely.
Dr. Magorian feels that the 
present crisis in the United States 
is not due to a shortage of crude 
oil, but rather to a shortage of re­
fineries where crude oil can be­
come gasoline. In other words, 
there is a gasoline shortage, not 
an oil shortage. “ There have 
been no new refineries built in 
this country for over 20 years. 
You don’t generally consider 
building a refinery until you’ve 
found some more oil. So, as our 
discovery rate has fallen off, our 
refinery capacity has fallen off
We Are Humans
The Allentown Community 
Center announces a 6-part film 
festival March 8-April 12 on the 
theme “ We Are Human Beings.”  
Feature films which will include 
3 Western New York premieres 
will be shown at the Center, 111 
Elmwood Avenue, on Friday 
evenings at 8 p.m. Film shorts by 
Buffalo film makers will also be 
shown. At 1:30 p.m. each Friday 
of the series, there will be a 
Special Student Showing for 
supervised groups of students. 
Informal discussions & refresh­
ments will follow.
The film series is an attempt to 
bring prestigious films to the
Western New York area. It is also 
an opportunity to support Buffalo 
film makers and to offer students 
of the media and the arts in area 
high schools and colleges a fine 
selection of films. Allentown 
Community Center, with its loca­
tion and population diversity is a 
potential showcase for this ex­
pression.
Reservations for film series or 
individual showings are 
necessary. Single admission 
charge or subscriptions are 
available.
For more information contact 
Sharon Miller 885-6400
faster.”  Many old refineries have 
been closed. And so, Dr. 
Magorian explained, “ With re­
fining capacity going down, and 
more cars on the road, . . . there 
just isn’t the gasoline available.”
“ The fuel oil situation has 
always been marginal at certain 
times. If you have a cold winter, 
you’ve got a fuel oil problem.”  
Production is kept down since 
surplus fuel in the spring must be 
stored over summer months. Gas 
is a more stable commodity to 
. produce since in our economy 
gasoline demands are con­
sistently high. All refineries are 
designed to produce gasoline and 
producers want to make full use 
of the expensive high - pressured 
“ catalylic - cracker”  involved on 
the process. When fuel oil 
demands (and therefore, its 
selling price) go up it is easy 
enough to spare some crude oil 
for fuel oil. There is no heating oil 
crisis in the United States; areas 
like New England will always 
have a crisis during severe 
winters.
In turning to -the “ super gas- 
guzzlers”  on our highways, Dr. 
Magorian explained the ineffi­
ciency of the new Detroit auto­
mobiles with emission controls. 
The engines are no different. But 
for every amount of gasoline used 
in the carburetor, twice that 
amount is used to burn off the ex­
haust. Such extravagance in 
gasoline use is necessary at
present to maintain the high 
quality “ performance”  that De­
troit manufacturers believe con­
sumers will not sacrifice, despite 
the cost of gas. Only when Detroit 
stops laying off workers, and 
starts getting new planners, will 
it be able to compete in the grow­
ing market for small economy 
cars.
According to Dr. Magorian, the 
reactions to the “ energy crisis”  
are varied. Some industrialists 
are now using the crisis as an 
excuse to slacken pollution con­
trols they had been forced to 
make, claiming that such con­
trols increased inefficiency and 
required more fuel. With the les­
sening of many controls, urban 
air and water which had shown 
signs of improvement, will now 
gradually become worse. Some 
older people believe that the 
ecology movement, as one of any 
number of “ causes”  used by 
young people to get attention, has 
in part brought about the energy 
crisis. If America had simply ex­
panded its economy without all 
the restrictions of air and water 
pollution controls, the crisis 
would not have occurred. How­
ever, the crisis has also 
strengthened the “ cause”  of 
ecologists who have been condem­
ning toe wastefulness and extra­
vagance of our technological 
society for a long time. In all, one 
sees the whole situation in a dif­
ferent light after recognizing the 
insights of Dr. Magorian.
MARCH EVENTS
10 Alta Mayer-Cellist 8:00pm WSR
13 Original Rock Musical 8:00pm DLT




15 Original Rock Musical 8:00pm DLT
16 Original Rock Musical 8:00pm DLT




18 Original Rock Musical 8:00pm DLT
22 Christian Engleman pianist 8:00pm WSR





24 Senior Recital 8:00pm WSR















FEW PEOPLE REALISE THAT CUR 
ENERGY* CRISIS IS NOT DO TO A 
FUEL SHORTAGE BUT TO MUTANTS. 
LIVING AMONG US/ WHO NEED TO 
PRINK «ASOLINE TO UVE. THESE 
CREATURES ARE PLANNING TO 
TAKE OVER THE COUNTRY AN 0 
DRINK AU  OUR GASOLINE.
O  'iQ
THE TROUBLE IS , MUTANTS 
LOOK JUST LIKE REAL PEOPLE.
SO, IF VOU SMELL GASOLINE -<r M 
ON THE BREATH OF A MEMBER /  s\ 
OF YOUR FAMILY, BOR J q §
EXAMPLE, V /  -  P
ONCE.. THEY HAY B E  A 
M uT O lT  AND REMEMBER..
THE MUTANT VOU PONT 
KILL TODAY WILL BE 





b m j m c .
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RHC Is Swell Listen Veteran Tuition Assistance
(Editors’ note: This is the 2nd in a series o f  interviews 
concerning student perception o f  RHC)
by JOHN WROBLEWSKI, Esq.
Ascent Staff Reporter
It can be somewhat embarassing to walk the halls of Rosary Hill 
asking people what is good about it. Still, I figured there must be 
something to it all, so with head held high I set out in search of the 
positive elements in our small society.
“ What’s good about Rosary Hill?”
“ Nothing, why?”
Oh well, there is more than one table in RHC’s cafeteria.
“ Is there anything at all positive to say about Rosary Hill? ”
“ Well.. .  it’s a small college. I don’tfeel like a number here.” .
“ What do you feel like?”
“ I don’t know, I guess there’s a kind of intimacy here, a sense of 
belonging.”
What a thrill! I found someone. Now if I can only get her to keep 
talking. . .
“ Keep talking.”
“ I’ve been waiting three years for open visitation and we got it. But 
there’s a lot of room for improvement there. I feel that its relatively 
easy to find a faculty member that I can relate to and, well, that’s 
positive isn’t it?”
“ I guess so.”
“ One thing I recognize about the whole system is that the ivory 
tower is crumbling.”
“ Is that good?”
“ Sure it is. I mean people are more down to earth now. They’re more 
realistic.”
Perhaps Rosary Hill College is the kind of environment that forces a 
person to deal with reality. So, in search of reality I sought out some 
administrative opinions. ' ■
“ What’s good about Rosary Hill?”
“ This college is an institution concerned about its destiny. We are 
becoming more aware of ourselves, starting to see ourselves as a 
member of a fast growing community.”
“ Is the administration more concerned with money or the 
students?”
“ Of course, money is a primary concern right now, but the admin­
istration here is highly motivated to work for the students. Co-opera­
tion between students, faculty, and members of the administration is 
starting to grow.
Rosary Hill is a friendly college. It is difficult in these times to say 
anything that’s not negative about a system that one is directly 
involved in. Compared to other colleges and universities, RHC has 
good dormitories and a good food service, but don’t even try to find a 
positive statement on them. If Rosary Hill is a unique situation, it is 
important to remember that the students make it what it is.
“ What is it?”
“ It’s not really that bad. People here are willing to listen, really 
listen, and that’shard to find anywhere, don’tyou think?”
I do.
Many recently discharged 
veterans are unaware of the fact 
that they may be eligible for 
dental care at Government 
expense, according to Harold L. 
Hess, State Veteran Counselor.
Under the current VA dental 
care program, a veteran qua­
lifies for “ one time”  dental care, 
provided he applies within (me 
year following discharge or 
release from the Armed Forces. 
The one time for this purpose 
means the veteran may receive a 
dental program only once, 
sufficient to correct all dental 
defects revealed by VA examin­
ation.
Dental care for eligible 
veterans may be authorized and 
paid by the VA, and may be 
rendered by a private dentist, 
with prior approval, in the 
veteran’s home area. An excep­
tion might be the veteran who 
lives within easy commuting 
distance of a VA dental clinic, in 
which case the work would be 
performed by VA personnel.
The counselor urged potent­
ially eligible veterans to take 
prompt action in applying for 
dental care because of the one 
year limitation.
Complete details may be 
obtained at the local counseling 
center of the New York State 
Division of Veterans’ Affairs 
located at 5583 Main St., 
Williamsville.
A bill to establish a program of 
student financial assistance, 
known as the Tuition Assistance 
Program, was recently sub­
mitted to the New York State 
Assembly. This program, if 
passed and signed into law, would 
provide financial assistance to 
students attending college for the 
first time in September, 1974. If 
this program was established the 
Scholar Incentive Program 
would be phased out. The benefits 
of this program would be that it 
would provide increased assist­
ance to students attending 
private colleges and would be 
available to students from middle 
and lower middle income 
families.
Examples of this plan are as 
follows. A student attending a 
private college whose family had 
a net taxable income of $600 
would receive $1450 for tuition. 
With a net taxable income of 
$10,000 the student would still 
receive assistance of $1150. The 
maximum amount of the award 
would be $1700 or full tuition 
which ever is less.
As we are all aware the costs of 
education are rising. The public 
supported colleges have rising 
costs just like the private colleges 
but their tuition is kept low as a
During the 1970’s the state 
colleges will be pressed for space
to accom odate increased 
numbers of students. This will 
lead to further construction of 
facilities on community and state 
college campuses. The private 
colleges already have these 
facilities and they are becoming 
under utilized. By assisting to 
reduce the difference in tuition 
between the state and private 
colleges the student will have 
more freedom to attend the 
college of his or her choice. This 
program would assist in reducing 
tax dollars for construction of 
public college facilities and assist 
the private colleges in filling 
their vacancies thus more fully 
utilizing the diverse educational 
potential within New York State.
The Veterans Association of 
Rosary Hill College urges you as 
members of the Rosary Hill 
community to support this 
program. Write your Assembly- 
man and State Senator urging 
support for this Tuition Assist­
ance Program.
matter of policy. More and more 
students are turning to the state 
colleges because of the lower 
tuition. This is putting increased 
numbers of students into the 
public colleges and reducing the 
number attending the many 
private colleges in New York 
State.
The deadline for 1974 federal 
Basic Educational Opportunity 
Grants (BEOG) has been 
extended from Feb. 1 to April 1, 
according to the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare 
(HEW).
The deadline was extended to 
accomodate potentially eligible 
students who may not have been 
aware of the available assist­
ance, said Caspar Weinberger,
secretary of HEW,
The grants are for the full 
academic year. The amount 
depends upon the financial need
of the student and his family. 
Individual awards for the 1973-74 
year averaged from $260 to $450.
For next year, an increase of 
$825 million has been requested
for funding the grants. Average 
grants are expected to be about 
$800.
Information and application 
forms for BEOG are available 
from the Education Office, 
Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, ‘D’ Street SW, 
Washington, DC 20202, attn: 
BEOG office, Rm 5717 or check 
RHC’s Financial Aid Dept.
MARDI G R AS.............
SMASHING SUCCESS ! !
Grant Deadline Extended
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DEATH OF AN ATHLETE Ollie’s Sports Quiz
by Tony Violanti
(drawn by John Keller)
Hockey. The screaming fans, the screaming 
writers, the frenzied coaches and owners. Some­
times we overlook the strangers in a fishbowl, the 
players. Tim Horton, dead at forty-four. The fans 
knew him as a defenseman, to his family he was a 
husband and father.
Silence. A minute before the game. An eternity 
after death. The goals, the games, even the play­
offs, they’re meaningless when compared to human 
life. Sixty minutes is a long game. Forty-four years
a short lifetime.
Stranger. How to say farewell to a stranger? 
Someone never touched, talked to or socialized 
with. Is their a dimension other than a blue jersey 
with the numeral “ 2”  on it? Is the man more impor­
tant than the game?
Tim Horton. Dead at forty-four. A good man. 
Sadly missed by those that knew him and some that 
didn’t.
The next deadline for 
editorials, poetry, articles, 
etc. for the Ascent will be 
Monday, March 11. ¿fv
Linda and Tony — What about 
our party? We’ re a wine- 
thirsty, cheese-hungry bunch 




New Circulation Editor for the 
Ascent. Contact Linda at ext. 




Want to put it all together? 
Contact counseling services 
839-3600, ext. 234. The decision 
to enter into counseling, to 
continue or to terminate is 
yours.
To Mike, wherever you are: I 
found out your secret. Now 




FOR SALE: Rossignal ski, 
without bindings, were $120, 
now $85. Rieker ski boots $35.' 
Call Gene 5-7 pm. 627-7651.
Classified adds are free to 
everyone in the RHC 
community. Submit them to 
Claudia Pirri, Ascent Box 419,
Joe Barrile was the author of 
last issue’s Top Albums for 
1973.
ATTENTION POETS! !!! 
submit your poetry for pub­
lication in the ASCENT.
RHC.
Students in the Methods and 
Techniques of Social Research 
course, otherwise known as 
the “ thesis”  course, taught by 
Dr. K.J. Downwy, will be 
interviewing some randomly 
selected RHC students during 
March.
Is it true that a certain 
jounalist thinks good ole 
Ralph Z. is sexier than Rev. 
Demske????
NEEDED: Photographers 
who have some familiarity 
with 35mm. equipment. 
Contact Jim Haungs, Ascent, 
Box No. 419.

























10. Which two shows was O.J. on this year:
A. Flip Wilson and Sonny & Cher
B. Barnaby Jones and Shaft












This is the Show
1974
Buffalo and Western New York
Ceramic and Craft 
Hobby Fair
M arch 8-9-10
Friday - Saturday - Sunday
Hours: 12 p.m. - 8 p.m. Admissions
Sales - Door Prizes - New Ideas 
Demonstrations - Dealers - Distributors - Manufacturers
For Inquiries on Booth Space and Official Buyers Cards, Write To: 
Director, Buffalo and Western New York 
Ceramic and Craft Hobby Fair 
c/o Art World Ceramics 
1204 Hertel Avenue, Buffalo, New York 14216
Peace Bridge Exhibition Center
Porter Avenue at the Peace Bridge 
Thruway Exit N-9 Buffalo New York
OiristnaS
r l  J j l  TZcdutUtottXlldK) iq%,.50%ki
OF AMHERST, INC. , V  / W  W W  '
EVANS-SHERIDAN PLAZAW“ h 
.& 4498 MAIN ST. at Harlem Ov0r 5 2 0 0
Open Doily ^ ¿ 4 -  ¿ 4  t& C
10 A.M.-9 P.M.,
Sun. 12-5 P.M. t y m u c  TO aO ed
